CLIENT SUCCESS

Worldwide Distributor Restructures Its Network to Reduce
Transportation Spend by 18% and Win More Business
Challenge
A worldwide distributor provided
flexible, time-sensitive supplies
to larger retailers for their brickand-mortar stores. With a B2B
platform driven by clients’ online
order placement, the company’s
ability to respond to customer
demands required an e-commerce
solution that delivered seamless
service in the most efficient shipping
mode. The company also provided the management and reporting systems, special
handling and continuous inventory analysis required with proprietary bulk and
pick-and-pack supplies. While its position was strengthened by large, well-known
retail clients, the company faced dire financial straits that not only jeopardized its
sustainability, but also threatened to create a significant void in this critical retail
service sector.
Commercial small parcel constituted the majority of the distributor’s shipments
($60 million annually), but the company also utilized less-than-truckload (LTL)
services ($8 million annually) and truck load (TL) services ($4 million annually) for
palletized freight movements to customers, as well as consolidated small package
movements from their distribution center (DC).
Lacking the in-house expertise and resources to perform its own analysis, the
company first engaged Transportation Insight when the primary interest was in
optimizing its small parcel program. As discussions between key stakeholders
advanced, the distributor saw potential beyond immediate cost savings.

Solution
Transportation Insight’s proposed implementation plan was a four-phase process
that took six years to fully complete. Phase I began immediately and consisted
of parcel program optimization and network analysis. Phase II involved LTL
optimization and the completion of the network analysis. Phase III covered TL
optimization, and Phase IV saw the complete implementation of network redesign.

During the four phases, Transportation
Insight partnered with the distributor to:
n Conduct a comprehensive network
analysis while simultaneously engaging in
optimization efforts
n Analyze customer specific data to better
align customer ordering cycles to allow
conversion of more single-package
volume to hundredweight (CWT)
in order to benefit from the
optimized contract
n Perform a detailed site analysis and
on-site review by Transportation Insight
parcel engineers to fully understand the
function and capabilities of each DC and
determine the best location for each
n Consolidate multiple facilities and downsize the company’s headquarters to create
a more strategic network that places inventory in a more effective, cost-efficient
manner and enables the distributor to
improve delivery times for end customers
n Shift 60% of its LTL freight to a more
cost-effective regional provider, while
retaining 40% of its volume with a
national carrier
n Provide parcel and freight auditing
solutions with a focus on three main
areas: rates, service levels/accessorials and
lost/damaged shipments

“Transportation Insight provided a roadmap for implementing a strategy of improvements that reduced our
transportation budget and our operational expenses and allowed us to turn those savings into customer incentives
and improved client service. At a time when our future was uncertain,Transportation Insight helped us create
programs that not only helped us retain existing clients, but also win new customers.”
Chief Financial Officer, Distributor of Retail Supplies

The Results
Transportation Insight provided the retail supplier with
innovative parcel and freight solutions to help achieve the
following results:
n Aligned customer order cycles and shipping patterns with
the carrier network to consolidate shipments in order to
realize transportation savings that were passed along to
clients to encourage customer loyalty and retention
n Shifted 30% more shipments to CWT services after
performing a thorough cadence analysis and
implementing shipment consolidation strategies
n Redesigned the company’s DC footprint from nine
facilities to five facilities to help reduce ongoing
operational expenses by 7% and achieve an initial
savings of >$1 million
n Restructured the DC locations to enable future growth
and expanded improvement opportunities across the
network, including reduced time in transit as well as
improved inventory control and faster inventory turns
n Strategically placed certain heavy-case inventory in
DCs based on customer demand and geography and
established specific locations for smaller pick-andpack items to allow the company to reduce inventory
expenses and better align shipping practices to utilize
most optimal mode
n Reduced LTL spend by 17.7% annually through detailed
data analysis and subsequent carrier shift
n Provided ongoing parcel and freight auditing that
generated an additional savings of $85,000

With the help of Transportation Insight, the distributor
optimized its network for success, generated immediate and
ongoing savings and leveraged industry expertise to not only win
more business, but also retain existing customers and re-engage
former clients. As a result of this partnership the distributor
realized an 18% reduction to its overall transportation spend
through Transportation Insight’s contract optimization, audit
and network engineering solutions. Savings on improving their
national network and operational efficiencies totaled $6 million,
but the value of analysis and reliable management of customer
data to better understand demand patterns and corresponding
service needs was immeasurable. With inventory positioned to
better serve customers’ demands more effectively and a
transportation model that fulfilled strict delivery expectations
in the optimal mode, this retail supplier truly gained a
competitive advantage within its niche.

Financial Impact (Based on $72 Million Annual Transportation Spend)
Logistics Cost Reductions: Small Parcel Spend

		

18.4%

Logistics Cost Reductions: LTL Spend					

17.7%

Logistics Cost Reductions: Invoice Audit Cost Avoidance		

0.1% ($85,000 annually)

Total Transportation Spend Reduction 18%
Additional Value
Initial Operational Expense Reduction: Reduced Distribution Center Footprint
>$1 million
Ongoing Operational Expense Reductions: Reduced Distribution Center Footprint 7%
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